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Abstract: 

Vitale examines the barriers to precollege philosophy programs during neoliberalism. She 

considers the overall assault on the humanities, the rise of school management practices, and 

increasing socio-economic inequality. She argues that these barriers result from a productivist 

logic that has become dominant in neoliberalism. Vitale suggests that while these barriers act to 

make the creation of precollege philosophy programs difficult, the very existence of precollege 

philosophy programs challenges the productivist logic and acts to weaken the barriers, paving the 

way for the creation of more programs. To consider these issues, she discusses how she 

established a precollege philosophy program through her university and responded to these 

barriers.   
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I. Introduction 

 One of the key principles of precollege philosophy is increasing access to philosophy 

education for those in elementary and secondary programs. Aware of the value of philosophy, 

advocates of precollege philosophy do not believe philosophy education should be available only 

to those at institutions of higher education, nor do they believe philosophy should be treated 

solely as a professional pursuit.  

 The question of increasing access, however, requires us to question why access is 

currently limited. One reason is because of a failure to recognize the benefits of philosophy on a 

social level, which is part of an overall assault on the humanities over the past couple decades. 

Another reason is the rise of neoliberal school management practices, which create situations in 

which teachers must overemphasize “teaching to the test,” leaving less time for open-ended 

philosophical engagement. Additionally, socio-economic disparities across school districts, 

intensified by neoliberal economic policies, limit access to enrichment programs for many 

students in the country. All of these reasons stem from what I call a productivist logic. 

Sometimes called instrumental rationality, this logic values practices that increase productivity 

and profits and devalues practices that fail to do so.1 It converts all practices to economic ones 

and prioritizes market exchange over all other human interactions. 

In what follows, I suggest that to engage in precollege philosophy in neoliberalism can be 

a radical practice, one that promotes public philosophy and public investment in education 

overall and challenges the large-scale neoliberal assault on public goods and the productivist 

 
1 Horkheimer and Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment. 
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logic undergirding it. To do so, I discuss the barriers to precollege philosophy listed above and 

the Philosophy Outreach Project I founded in 2015.   

II. Barriers to Philosophy for Children 

1. The assault on the humanities 

A key barrier to the creation of precollege philosophy programs is the failure to recognize 

the benefits of philosophy on an institutional and social level, coupled with an overall assault on 

the humanities. According to the productivist logic, a process is only as good as its products, and 

the faster it can produce those products, the better. Efficiency is of paramount importance. The 

practice of philosophy, however, demands reflection, listening to others, and engagement with 

texts, all activities that take a great deal of time. It demands the development of certain 

sensitivities and dispositions, whose cultivation also takes time. The space to do philosophy is 

crowded out when every moment must be accounted for and when every activity is subjected to a 

cost/benefit analysis. 

However, the university historically has been a space somewhat sheltered from the 

influence of economic trends, and philosophy has been a core discipline in liberal arts education 

since the birth of the modern university system. While the greater Western culture was becoming 

increasingly market-driven, the university still provided a space for the cultivation of ideas not 

necessarily tied to the production of goods – ideas about philosophy, art, and literature. But 

academia has simply been slower to change than other institutions, not immune to change. 

Today, while many schools still require philosophy classes as part of their general education 

curricula, the number of academic positions in philosophy is decreasing, and many programs are 

shuttering.  
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The shift away from the humanities is evidenced by university funding. Since 2009, for 

example, there have been significant cuts to spending on university humanities programs, even 

though enrollment declines in humanities programs began in the 1970s and leveled off in the 

1990s.2 The political rhetoric has recently emphasized the value of STEM degrees and the 

funding has followed. Schools like the University of Wisconsin at Stevens Point, Purdue 

University Fort Wayne, Claremont Graduate University, Liberty University, and University of 

Louisiana at Lafayette have closed entire humanities departments. Several others have responded 

by merging departments. Former governor Rick Scott of Florida even floated a proposal to 

reduce tuition for majors in high demand on the job market, ignoring data that humanities majors 

do very well in mid-career.3  

2. Neoliberalism and the corporatization of education 

In the age of neoliberalism, defined by David Harvey as “a theory of political economic 

practices that proposes that human well-being can best be advanced by liberating individual 

entrepreneurial freedoms and skills within an institutional framework characterized by strong 

private property rights, free markets, and free trade, wherein the role of the state is to protect this 

institutional framework, productivist logic has permeated more aspects of our lives.4 In this 

section, I consider neoliberal school management practices in particular and the barrier they pose 

to the creation of precollege philosophy programs. 

Neoliberalism has hurt students through weakening teachers’ unions, establishing “school 

choice” programs, and promoting school management practices, including the rise of 

 
2 Halevi, Barl-Ilan, and Bar-Ilan, “Trends in Arts & Humanities Funding.”; “Bachelors 

Degrees in the Humanities.” 
3 Alvarez, “Florida May Cut Tuition for Select Majors.”; Dorfman, “Humanities Degrees 

Provide Great Return on Investment.” 
4 Harvey, A Brief History of Neoliberalism, 2. 
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standardized testing and assessment culture, which have further increased inequality in schools 

and impeded the access to enrichment opportunities, such as precollege philosophy programs. 

A key component of school choice programs are vouchers, which are used to send 

students to private and parochial schools. As of 2017, fourteen states and the District of 

Columbia have voucher programs.5  All of these programs have eligibility requirements, ranging 

from admitting only students with disabilities or individual education plans to students from low-

income families, to students in specific geographic areas, and many require students to have 

attended public school in the past.6 However, while they were originally intended to support low-

income families, vouchers increase inequality by sometimes providing additional support to 

families with economic means and by supporting private schools with discriminatory agendas. 

For example, when the voucher program was introduced in Indiana, it was sold as an option for 

parents who wanted to get their children out of failing schools. Today, however, many of the 

students who attend private schools with vouchers have never stepped foot into a public school. 

Vouchers are thus supporting families who were already paying for and affording private tuition. 

In fact, 30% of vouchers go to families making $90,000 and above for a family of four.7  

While vouchers allow students to attend private schools, other types of school choice 

legislation allow students to attend public schools in districts where they do not live. In states 

with such programs, parents choose what schools their children attend and in what districts. The 

state funding, then, follows the student. Schools are left without knowing how many students 

they might have in the fall, and the final count that is tied to state funding often occurs in mid-

September, over a month after classes begin. This means that schools are likely to under-hire 

 
5 “State Education Reforms (SER).” 
6 “School Voucher Laws.” 
7 Wang, “Indiana Still Has the Nation’s Largest Voucher Program.” 
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teachers and staff and then be forced to look for new faculty mid-year, if they end up having 

more students enroll than expected. School choice decimates urban schools and furthers 

inequality because those who can exercise choice are those whose parents have the time and 

resources to drive them to another school district.  

Finally, charter schools receive public funds but are managed privately. Most do not have 

to follow the same rules as public schools do, and many operate as for-profit institutions. Charter 

schools have grown in number and size in the U.S. In the 2000-01 school year, 2% of public 

schools were charter schools, while in the 2015-16 school year, 7% were. In fall 2000, 1% of 

public-school students attended charter schools, and in fall 2015, 6% attended charter schools.8  

Charter schools have also been shown to contribute to inequality, specifically greater 

racial segregation. They have been called by UCLA’s Civil Rights Project a “civil rights failure” 

due to their higher rates of segregation.9 In addition, charter schools are exempt from many of 

the laws regulating public schools, such that they can expel students more easily, hire 

uncredentialled teachers, and ignore bargaining rights of teachers. There is also significant 

corporate interest behind the charter school movement, which indicates how it benefits neoliberal 

players rather than the students enrolled.10  

One key problem with the school choice movement is that its neoliberal market model 

demands a mentality of winners and losers. It presumes there are and will be failing schools, and 

in the market model, parents, motivated as rational actors, would take their children out of these 

schools. Following the market model, those failing schools would need to compete to get 

 
8 “Fast Facts: Charter Schools.” 
9 Orfield, “Foreword.” 
10 Prothero, “Charter Sector to Get $1 Billion From Walton Family Foundation - 

Education Week.” 
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students to return or they would necessarily shutter. Rather than improving all public schools, 

this model leaves significant populations of children underserved – those inevitably left in the 

“failing” public schools, the schools that suffer because of the mass exodus of students and of tax 

dollars.  

In addition, the model leaves those in the classroom, in both public and charter schools, 

receiving an education that is almost singularly focused on standardized assessments, making 

these schools unwelcome places for philosophy for children or precollege philosophy programs. 

Schools that meet the assessment requirements and are able to stay open. Schools are often rated 

by how well students do on these measures, and teachers’ jobs can be tied to the performance 

metrics.11 The very space to do philosophy has been crowded out in an age where every moment 

is accounted for and every moment has been commandeered to prepare for relentless 

assessments. According to the Council of the Great City Schools, students take about 112 tests 

between pre-K and their senior year of high school.12 During the course of one school year, a 

student spends about 25 hours taking tests, roughly four or five whole school days.13 There is 

little to no time left in the course of the day to engage in open-ended discussion, to allow 

students to employ their critical thinking skills, let alone to develop a committed and sustained 

community of philosophical inquiry.  

 
11 Even the future of the schools can be tied to the students’ performance on these tests. 

In Indiana, for instance, the state passed HB1321, which changed school reviews to a portfolio 

measure, akin to stock portfolios. If the school “underperforms,” it becomes a charter (Morello, 

“Plan For IPS, Charter Collaboration Draws Backlash From Teachers Union.”). 
12 Hart et al., “Student Testing in America’s Great City Schools,” 83. 
13 Hart et al., 83. 
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3. Economic disparities 

School districts have also been hurt economically due to other neoliberal practices, 

including a measure that began in the 1970s -- the debt-funding of U.S. cities. As Ann Larson 

explains, “The debt financing of U.S. cities and towns, a neoliberal economic model that long 

precedes the current recession, has inflicted deep and growing suffering on communities across 

the country.”14 Cities began to receive significantly less federal funding, and Republican 

legislatures also slashed taxes. Without adequate tax revenue and federal funding, municipalities 

needed to raise funds in a different way. They turned to Wall Street, offering the municipal bond. 

Municipal bonds were used to pay for city projects that taxes had previously funded. 

They are quite attractive for investors, as they are tax-exempt and highly reliable. Cities do not 

default on these loans. Since the Great Recession of 2008, U.S. cities have been forced to operate 

in the mode of austerity in order to repay their Wall Street investors. Unable to fund basic 

projects, municipalities respond through personnel cuts, cancelling projects, modifying health 

care benefits of city employees, cutting human services, cutting funds to public safety, etc.15 In 

some cities, the services formerly provided by the city are now provided by volunteer citizen 

organizations. 

Public education is a key victim in this process. With decreased revenue from the state, 

municipalities must rely on revenue from the property taxes alone to fund school programs, 

which has been increasingly untenable in low-income areas. As state funding disappears from 

districts, enrichment programs are now supposed to rely on philanthropy and volunteerism. In 

fact, one of the key ideologies of neoliberalism is that of volunteerism. Working parents, 

 
14 Larson, “Cities in the Red.” 
15 Lubin, “Frightening Charts Show Record Low Revenue, Worst-Ever Austerity 

Measures For US Cities.” 
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overburdened teachers, and compassionate community members are expected to put in the hours 

to do the work of previously paid staff. Citizens are expected to provide for their communities 

the services previously provided by the state. This is at the same time, however, as they are 

receiving lower wages, working more, and still paying taxes. It is not as if the state and the 

federal government are not investing in anything, however. Rather, government invests in things 

other than public education, and those who remain committed to public education are asked to 

put the time, money, and energy in to keep the venture afloat.  

III. Philosophy for Children 

The Philosophy for Children (P4C) movement developed during the same period as 

neoliberalism took hold in the U.S., though not as a neoliberal alternative to public school 

education. The main principle of precollege philosophy is that children are capable of engaging 

in philosophical dialogue and reflection and that such reflection and dialogue are beneficial for 

children for a host of reasons. In addition, precollege philosophy advocates seek to provide more 

opportunities for K-12 students to engage with philosophy.  

 Precollege philosophy, however, does not appear at its face to be a radical venture. It 

looks like many other enrichment opportunities, even sharing many things in common with 

them. Engagement with philosophy in high school has many instrumental benefits that accord 

with a neoliberal educational model, including improved academic performance and career 

readiness. Students who engage in philosophy programs demonstrate improved reasoning, 

discussion, and argumentation skills, all skills that will help them at the collegiate level.16 Those 

 
16 Trickey and Topping, “Philosophy for Children: A Systematic Review.” 
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who end up studying philosophy in college receive higher scores across the board on grad school 

entrance exams.17  

However, precollege philosophy is unlike neoliberal enrichment programs and is indeed a 

radical project for several reasons. First, it challenges the very structure of the traditional K-12 

classroom and anticipates the current emphasis on learner-centered pedagogy. In “Does 

Philosophy for Children Belong in School at All?”, Jana Mohr Lone considers whether 

philosophy for children belongs in traditional schools because of their historically hierarchical 

and coercive elements.18 Even though the traditional classroom may not seem on its face 

conducive to philosophy for children, Lone argues that P4C should remain in the schools in order 

to reach more students and advocate for change in the school system.  

The analysis Lone and others in P4C offer of the traditional educational model echoes the 

analysis offered by Althusser in “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses.” Here, Althusser 

argues that the reproduction of the working class occurs not only by means of wages which 

procure the means of subsistence, but also through the reproduction of certain ideas that allow 

the ruling class to rule with less brute force. Such reproduction occurs largely through education. 

Althusser explains that “the school…teaches ‘know-how,’ but in forms which ensure subjection 

to the ruling ideology or the mastery of its ‘practice.’”19 It also teaches “rules of good behavior.” 

While the church was the dominant ideological apparatus under feudalism, Althusser explains 

that the school has become the dominant ideological apparatus under capitalism because 

everyone is required to attend school. The school passes itself off as neutral, but it works to 

 
17 “Value of Philosophy - Charts and Graphs.” 
18 Lone, “Does Philosophy for Children Belong in School at All?” 
19 Althusser, “Ideology and Ideological State Apparatus,” 7. 
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support the capitalist economy, preparing students for their respective roles in the economy and 

then “ejecting” them into the workforce at the appropriate level of preparation.  

Second, and relatedly, philosophy for children provides a space for students to be critical 

and engaged. One of the methods used in the P4C setting is the “Community of Philosophical 

Inquiry.” The teacher or club leader acts as a facilitator rather than one who delivers content, and 

students are encouraged to take time to reflect on a prompt and form their own questions, thus 

shaping the direction of the subsequent discussion.20 This method challenges the content-driven 

assessment culture in the current education system, where teachers must focus on preparing 

students for large-scale assessments.  

Finally, philosophy for children is radically democratic insofar as it holds that young 

people are capable of accessing the truth and exercising reason just as adults can. Jacques 

Rancière, one of the key thinkers of radical democracy, argues that equality is not something we 

achieve but is in fact the very presupposition behind our communication.21 When we 

communicate, we must presume the other can understand us, and we thus presume their equality 

with us.  These others can be children, and those who practice precollege philosophy begin with 

the assumption that young people are rational and possess the full capacity to engage in 

philosophical dialogue. 

IV. The Philosophy Outreach Project (POP) 

While Philosophy for Children is a radical venture, to establish a precollege philosophy 

program, one must work within the confines of neoliberalism and in a culture guided by a 

 
20 Lone and Burroughs, Philosophy in Education: Questioning and Dialogue in Schools, 

53–65. 
21 Rancière, Disagreement; Lone and Burroughs, Philosophy in Education: Questioning 

and Dialogue in Schools.  
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productivist logic. In addition, if establishing a program under the aegis of a university, one 

likely faces additional barriers. However, I believe that the university still offers some of the 

most promising avenues to starting precollege philosophy programs, even though some of those 

avenues may not be immune to neoliberal logic. In this section, I discuss these phenomena while 

addressing the precollege philosophy program I founded at a midsize public university in the 

Midwest. 

1. Background and initial outreach 

Not only are there structural and ideological barriers to beginning high school philosophy 

programs in the K-12 system, but there are also barriers at the university level. An increasing 

percentage of faculty are non-tenure track or adjunct and are not compensated for service work, 

which disincentivizes such faculty members from starting outreach programs. In addition, tenure 

requirements often dissuade tenure-track faculty from engaging in such projects before 

promotion to the associate level. Most universities give more weight to scholarly publications in 

tenure decisions, which means pre-tenure faculty members should spend more time on their 

research than on service endeavors. While publications may result from service endeavors, the 

time invested in the project is rarely commensurate with the reward. After receiving tenure, one 

has established an identity as a faculty member, and it is more difficult to reinvent one’s self as a 

community-engaged scholar. Finally, colleges and universities are cash-strapped as well, and 

faculty may find it difficult to find the resources to begin a program readily available. 

I began the Philosophy Outreach Project in an extra-curricular capacity. I was in my 

second year of a tenure-track position, and I was not as worried about tenure as I likely should 

have been. I was the advisor to my institution’s philosophy club and a mentor to a high school 

student in the community, and I derived a great deal of satisfaction from these activities. Because 
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of my work as a mentor, I became interested in what opportunities were afforded to my mentee 

at the local high school. I decided to investigate the field of precollege philosophy in Indiana. 

In December 2015, I contacted roughly 250 public and private high schools across the 

state.22 I asked whether the schools had philosophy clubs and received responses from over half 

the schools. Of those who replied, only seven had philosophy clubs. Another eight indicated they 

had philosophy classes in their curricula, even though I had not asked that question. Of those 

without clubs and classes, some expressed an interest in starting a club and many more expressed 

an interest in some sort of partnership. In the project’s first phase, I brought a group of my 

institution’s philosophy majors and philosophy club members to visit several schools with 

existing clubs, in part to learn about existing precollege programs and to offer engagement 

opportunities for my own students. Between December 2015 and April 2017, we made ten site 

visits to six different high schools.  

The college students involved with the first phase of the outreach project noticed that 

three of the five schools we visited were in affluent school districts in the Indianapolis suburbs 

and another was a high-performing school in the Indianapolis district. The exception was a rural 

school in a small city with a poverty rate of 15.4%, which is below the state average (18.5%) but 

above the national average (12.7%), and well above the average in the three affluent districts 

(3.6%).23 They drew a parallel between access to enrichment opportunities and socio-economic 

status. They also inquired about starting a philosophy club in the high school in our own city, 

 
22 I repeated the survey in November 2017, and in this survey, I asked whether the school 

had a philosophy club or class, indicating that the class might come in the form of Theories of 

Knowledge or Critical Thinking. I learned that 11 schools had courses and six had clubs. Two 

clubs had stopped meeting, and three schools who had not indicated they had classes during the 

first survey responded positively when I asked this question. 
23 “Monticello, Indiana (IN) Poverty Rate Data”; “Carmel, Indiana (IN) Poverty Rate 

Data”; “Fishers, Indiana (IN) Poverty Rate Data.” 
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Muncie, Indiana. Muncie has a 28.1% poverty rate, well above the national rate and significantly 

above the rate of the communities we had initially visited.24 

It was relatively easy to start the club at the high school, since I found a social studies 

teacher willing to host it in his classroom during the afterschool period for club meetings. The 

club began in February 2017. Quickly, the university students were very impressed with the level 

of curiosity and intellectual engagement displayed by the high school students at the club and on 

the site visits. My students were eager to continue and develop the outreach program. In addition 

to starting the club at our local high school, they expressed a desire to visit schools without 

existing clubs to provide students with an initial encounter with philosophy. Until that point, 

however, I was performing the labor for the project outside my teaching load, ostensibly as part 

of the service portion of my appointment. The department compensated me for gas mileage, and 

I purchased the snacks for our visits. At that point, now in the spring of my third year on the 

tenure track, I realized that I could no longer perform such a project in this fashion. I needed 

more institutional support, especially if I wanted to reach more high school students. The 

“Philosophy for High School” course grew out of this recognition. 

My university provides grants to support classes engaged in community-based projects, 

which they call immersive-learning classes. The university prioritizes projects in which “the 

proposed scope of work solves a problem or fills the needs of a community partner.”25 Part of the 

goal of this grant program is to help students gain project-based experience, similar to what they 

would experience on a job.  In this way, the immersive-learning project accords with neoliberal 

demands. In addition, the grant program has other neoliberal demands – “deliverables” or 

 
24 “Muncie, Indiana (IN) Poverty Rate Data.” 
25 “Provost Grant Application.” 
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“products” – and echoes corporate language of “risk-taking” and “real-world engagement.” But 

the university is more committed to what pedagogical experts call high-impact experiences, and 

there is great room under the umbrella of the grant program for projects that challenge various 

economic models.26 The grant program involves a public engagement element as well, which 

makes it perfect for a precollege philosophy program.  

I have earned these internal grants to offer the class in spring 2018, spring 2019, and 

spring 2021. In part because of these grants and the work the project was able to accomplish 

through them, I was well positioned to receive external grants from PLATO (the Philosophy 

Learning and Teaching Organization), the American Philosophical Association, and Indiana 

Campus Compact. These grants allowed me to offer the course in spring 2020 and to fund the 

efforts in the summers and falls when the class was not in session.   

In the Philosophy for High School course, the community partners are the high school 

faculty and students with whom we engage, and, instead of corporate deliverables, what my 

students provide are resources for teachers and students, site visits, and a day-long engagement. 

These products serve a very real need, one ignored by our current educational model and its 

creation of false needs.  

The class also involves risk-taking on the part of the teachers and students, but not the 

kind of risk-taking typically associated with neoliberal, productivist logic. Rather, it is the type 

of risk that involves vulnerability. For the student who is accustomed to a clear syllabus with 

deadlines, to receive a syllabus with expectations such as “host a conference,” “work well with 

your classmates,” and “step up to take on new tasks,” without any deadlines, the process seems 

 
26 Kuh, High-Impact Educational Practices: What They Are, Who Has Access to Them, 

and Why They Matter. 
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risky from the start. For the teacher who is used to managing all the parts of her class and her 

projects, stepping back to let students take the lead involves a certain degree of risk and 

vulnerability.  

In every iteration of the course, my university students have risen to the challenge. They 

read the literature on precollege philosophy and P4C, and, in a sense, became experts. The class 

itself becomes a community of philosophical inquiry, in which the prompt is “How can we 

encourage philosophical engagement at the high school level in Indiana?” We spend the course 

of each semester engaging that question.  

2. Components of the Philosophy for High School class 

A. Site visits and Muncie Central Philosophy Club 

A key element of the course is maintaining and improving the outreach portion that began 

in 2015. My students and I together visit approximately five schools per academic year. During 

these visits the university students lead discussions. The discussions begin with a brief 

presentation of material, followed by structured activities and unstructured but guided 

discussions. The high school students are very active as they address topics such as censorship, 

Nietzsche, Marxism and capitalism, and various topics in ethics. Additionally, the college 

students field questions about their own experiences with philosophy and college in general. 

B. Resources 

 POP students also create resources for high school students and teachers. In the first year 

of the program, the students in the course created an extensive guide for high school students 

interested in philosophy. Through their engagement with students on site visits and at Muncie 

Central, the Outreach Team decided what would be most helpful to include in the packet. They 

included information on how to start a philosophy club, how to find philosophical material, and 
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how to read philosophy, as well as information for those interested in studying philosophy at the 

college level, including how to find philosophy departments, the benefits of studying philosophy 

at college, and information on what it is like to study philosophy at college. The packet has been 

published on PLATO’s website (https://www.plato-philosophy.org/downloadable-resources/). In 

subsequent years, the university students have improved and expanded the resource.  

 Students in the course have also created white pages on precollege philosophy for high 

school faculty, as well as detailed lesson plans on various philosophical topics. For high school 

students, they have created interactive online starter packs, which introduce high school students 

to a philosophical topic through the use of humor and memes and by curating other material on 

the internet, including podcasts, videos, and articles. The starter packs and teacher resources, as 

well as the packet, can be found on the project’s website, which is also managed by students in 

the course (https://philosophyoutreachproject.azurewebsites.net/).  

 To disseminate resources, reach more students and faculty, and encourage engagement, 

students in the course manage several social media accounts. Grant funding has allowed the 

project to pay someone to manage the accounts when the class is not in session.  

C. Conference for Precollege Philosophical Engagement 

 Perhaps the signature event of the Philosophy Outreach Project is the Conference for 

Precollege Philosophical Engagement (CPPE), a one-day interactive conference for high school 

students held at the end of the spring semester. The conference is free to attendees, and any high 

school student in the state of Indiana is welcome to attend. In the first year, 64 students from five 

high schools attended. In the second year, 88 students from 9 high schools attended.   

Barriers to hosting conference include lack of funding, scheduling around standardized 

tests and other events at the participating high schools, and securing speakers. In terms of 

https://www.plato-philosophy.org/downloadable-resources/
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funding, the most significant cost for our conference is catering. To encourage participation from 

high school students regardless of income level, I have sought to make the conference free and to 

provide a meal to every attendee. The funding has come from internal grants, external grants, as 

well as a partnership with the university’s honors college. I invited the dean of the honors college 

to attend the first two conferences, and he recognized the event as an opportunity to recruit 

students who might be good candidates for the university’s honors program. He therefore agreed 

to partner with the project for the third conference, which was unfortunately cancelled due to 

Covid-19. Strategic partnerships with other members of one’s university and even departments at 

neighboring universities can help mitigate expenses and also expand the program’s reach. 

While the conference was free to attend in the first and second years, and meals were 

provided, inequalities in district funding still affected attendance. Those who attended in the first 

two years were primarily students from school districts with below-average poverty rates. I 

discovered that I had not considered transportation costs for high schools when I considered 

barriers to attendance. Attending the conference, despite the lack of registration fees and the 

provision of meals, was still prohibitive for students in many districts. Because of this, in the 

third year, we used grant funds to offer travel stipends. But because the conference was cancelled 

due to the pandemic, no travel stipends were awarded. 

Above, I discussed the constraints secondary teachers face due to neoliberal school 

management practices, such as standardized tests. The mandate that teachers “teach to the tests” 

also affects the success of our site visits and conference. Some principals with whom I 

communicated said there was no way students could miss a day of class in the spring semester. 

In other cases, even if the administrators and teachers were open to attending the conference, it 

was difficult to find a date that did not overlap with at least one school’s spring break or testing 
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day. I have found that it is essential to find ways to communicate the value of philosophy to high 

school administrators, and I have since incorporated a “principal pitch” as an assignment in the 

course.  

Finally, a strong conference needs engaging speakers and facilitators. Through the grant, 

the project has been able to offer a small stipend and cover the travel expenses for a local 

academic to offer a keynote address. The students in the university course were very selective 

when considering a keynote speaker. They looked at potential speakers’ bodies of work and 

presentation styles, and, because of what is known as the pipeline problem in philosophy, they 

also considered identity issues.27 They made it a priority to invite speakers from 

underrepresented groups in philosophy, as they believed that it would be important for a high 

school student’s first experience in philosophy to be one that challenged traditional notions of 

who a philosopher can be. 

To facilitate the breakout sessions, they petitioned faculty members at the university, and 

students in the class also facilitated sessions. After faculty members submitted their session 

descriptions, the university students designed sessions that would complement those. Sessions 

have included “The Privilege Line-up,” “Drawing Your Identity,” “Gender & Race & 

Class…Wait, Is That Right?,” “Treehuggers 101,” “Feeling of the Creeps,” “Nietzsche’s Guide 

to Greatness,” “Wake Me Up Before You Gogh Gogh,” “What Came First, God or Matter? A 

View from Africa,” “Three Yeets for Consciousness,” and “How to Start a Philosophy Club,” 

among others. Past conference agendas and sessions descriptions can be found on the project 

website. 

 
27 Calhoun, “The Undergraduate Pipeline Problem.” 
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University students used feedback from attendees at the first conference to improve the 

second conference. In the first year, the “Speed Philosophy” breakout session was so popular that 

they made it into an event for all attendees to follow the keynote address during the second year. 

During speed philosophy, a group of five to six high school students sit at a table with a 

university student facilitator. They are given a question and five minutes to discuss it. After the 

time is up, they are presented with another question. As five minutes is never enough to address 

one of the questions in a satisfying manner, students become energized for the future discussions 

throughout the day. The keynote session then followed “Speed Philosophy,” and then students 

attended one breakout session before lunch. Because of the popularity of the breakout sessions in 

the first year, the university students reorganized the day to allow students to attend four 

breakout sessions rather than three. 

The university students organized the day through a careful registration process. First, 

they received a list of attendees along with their dietary restrictions from the high school 

teachers, and then they provided the high school students with a form to rank their selections for 

sessions. During each time slot, several sessions were offered. Because of room size and to 

maintain an appropriate number of participants for engagement, the university student 

coordinators used the high school students’ preferences to create an individualized agenda for 

each student. They were able to ensure that everyone participated in either their top or second 

choice during each breakout session.  

V. Conclusion: sustainability and looking toward the future 

The effort to create and sustain a precollege philosophy program is significant. Several 

factors coalesce to make it difficult, including an inhospitable educational system. But like Lone, 

who believes that Philosophy for Children still belongs in the schools in order to expose more 
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students to it and to hopefully serve a voice for change in the school system, we believe in the 

importance in working with students in the public school system.28 The learning experience, for 

both high school students and university students, makes it worth the effort. High school students 

who engage in philosophy are provided a space to articulate and develop their critiques of their 

own institutions and imagine possibilities for a better world. One of the things the neoliberal 

logic does is reduce all thinking to the market model, but philosophy broadens the horizon of 

possibility and allows students the space to reconstrue their worldviews. They are able to 

question the reigning ideology that tells them that something is only valuable insofar as it is 

quantifiable or produces exchange value, and they are able to rekindle their own innate capacity 

for wonder and questioning. Incorporating university students in the project allows them to see 

that philosophy is not something that exists solely within the halls of their university. Rather, it is 

an approach to the world and a practice.   

Ultimately, to allow more people to begin such programs, what is needed is policy 

change. Only movement at the state and federal levels will allow the structural change necessary 

for more students to be exposed to important programming. In the interim, however, we can 

pursue constructive efforts that allow high school students to interact with college students in 

very productive ways. There are “win-wins” available, even in neoliberalism. I was able to set up 

a program within institutional parameters, for instance, such that the participating students 

receive credit, I teach the course as part of my teaching load, and high school students are 

afforded a new opportunity.  

 
28 Lone, “Does Philosophy for Children Belong in School at All?,” 156. 
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There still are pitfalls. The course only runs in the spring, and the club at the local high 

school runs throughout the academic year. The university students who run the club in the fall 

still do so in the spirit of volunteership. One way to change this in the future would be to offer 

the club advising to one or two students as an independent study. Another problem is that it is 

unlikely that we will receive the same grants annually ad infinitum, so we will likely have to 

search for other funding sources, and this is part of the difficulties of doing public philosophy in 

the age of austerity, when we rely on donors and philanthropists for the survival of ostensibly 

public goods. 

 Nonetheless, if universities remain the sites most committed to humanistic pursuits and 

least affected by productivist logic, then they remain important sites from which to promote 

public engagement. In an article in The Chronicle Review, Gary Gutting argues that the very 

existence of research institutions in the United States indicates our commitment to promoting an 

intellectual culture, even when many factors mitigate against that.29 It is therefore the 

responsibility of the people afforded the opportunity to work in these spaces somewhat protected 

from economic pressures to struggle against the impact of productivism in the greater public, and 

one way to do this is through promoting precollege philosophy.  

  

 
29 Gutting, “Why College Is Not a Commodity.” 
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